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Grezzo
 CARPET TILES
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GREZZO 2067

Celebrating the pure, untouched beauty of the world’s natural rocky 
landscapes, this striking 100% recyclable carpet tile supports Tarkett’s 
ongoing commitment to protect the planet’s fragile natural resources. 

Reminiscent of the Earth’s petrous planes and flint-covered cliff faces, 
DESSO Grezzo comprises of 12 distinctive colourways. These range 
from cool concrete hues mimicking organic minerals, through to 
warmer earthy greens and clay-like terracotta browns. 

PURE UNTOUCHED
 BEAUTY 
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GREZZO 8927

The rugged, irregular weave forms an untamed, rock-ribbed texture, 
adding depth and natural movement to expansive spaces. Close up 
views reveal an intricately unique pattern with no two tiles the same, 
while from afar the tiles form a seamless appearance – perfect for 
creating a refined finish in a variety of workspaces. 
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REFINED FINISH
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GREZZO 9930, 2067
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GREZZO 8927, 7923

GREZZO 8927
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We have expanded the DESSO Grezzo family with a new collection: DESSO 
Grezzo Bloom & DESSO Grezzo Vivid. This collection presents an addition 
to the existing DESSO Grezzo collection to offer even more creative design 
freedom when designing your interior space.

MORE CREATIVE
FREEDOM
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GREZZO 9027, 9930 GREZZO VIVID 7932, 2007 GREZZO BLOOM 7924, 2003
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GREZZO 9930
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GREZZO 9930
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Our circular approach to carpet tiles enables us to reduce the emission 
of greenhouse gases like carbon dioxide, a major contributor to global 
warming.

The only carpet tile manufacturer with a closed-loop recycling system, 
we limit the use of virgin raw materials for new products, and avoid 
common, carbon-emitting options such as incineration and the landfill 
at product end-of-life. This closed-loop system ensures that our carpet 
tiles record an impressively low circular carbon footprint – one we’re 
continually working to shrink even further.

OUR CIRCULAR
CARBON FOOTPRINT

+ 0,65 
kg CO2/m2

+ 0,18 
kg CO2/m2

+ 8,77 
kg CO2/m2

- 4,23 
kg CO2/m2 Material

Extraction

Manufacturing

InstallationUse

Recycling
Total Carbon 

Footprint

5,37
kg CO2/m2
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AB64 8913 AB64 9033
711793006 711793010

AB64 8904 AB64 9035
711793005 711793011

AB64 8927 AB64 9027
711793007 711793009

COLOUR RANGE 

AB64 7923 AB64 7844
711793004 711793003

AB64 9930 AB64 2067
711793013 711793002

AB64 9106 AB64 9024
711793012 711793008

GREZZO 7923
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GREZZO 9930, 2067
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SUSTAINABILITY 
CREDENTIALS

5,37kg CO2/m2

Total carbon footprint                
(Module A-D)*

100%

Manufactured with 
green energy

46,3%

 Total recycled content

* According to the Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) S-P-08952 - DESSO Grezzo, DESSO Grezzo Bloom and DESSO Grezzo Vivid  
externally verified by Bureau Veritas, based on the total carbon footprint (Modules A-D) with a closed loop circular recycling scenario.

100%

Recyclable
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GREZZO 8927, 7923
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About Tarkett
With a history of more than 140 years, Tarkett is a worldwide leader in innovative and 
sustainable flooring and sports surface solutions, generating net sales of € 3.4 billion in 
2022. The Group employs 12,000 employees and has 25 R&D centres, 8 recycling centres 
and 34 production sites. Tarkett creates and manufactures solutions for hospitals, schools, 
housing, hotels, offices, stores and sports fields, serving customers in over 100 countries. 
To build “The Way to Better Floors,” the Group is committed to circular economy and 
sustainability, in line with its Tarkett Human‐Conscious Design® approach. Tarkett is listed 
on the Euronext regulated market (compartment B, ISIN: FR0004188670, ticker: TKTT) 
www.tarkett-group.com 

© Tarkett, May 2023
Descriptions, colours and specifications are subject to change without notice. Tarkett is not responsible for typographical/photographical errors. 
Actual product may differ from illustration. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part is prohibited without the prior written consent 
of the copyright owner. The information presented in this document does not form part of any quotation or contract, is believed to be accurate 
and reliable and may be changed without notice. No liability will be accepted by the publisher for any consequence of its use. Publication 
thereof does not convey nor imply any license under patent- or other industrial or intellectual property rights. In case of doubt or differences of 
interpretation, the English version shall prevail over all other language versions.
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Tarkett Human-Conscious Design®

Tarkett Human-Conscious Design® is our pledge to stand with present and future generations. 
To create flooring and sports surfaces that are good for people and for the planet. And to 
do it every day. 

We deliver on this through the synergy of three commitments:
1 Deep human understanding
2 Conscious choices. For people and planet
3 With you. Every step of the way
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